Upper Peninsula Teaching & Learning Conference – Houghton, MI – May 10, 2019
Tobin, “Reduce Those Pesky Problem Areas in Your Courses” Workshop

Participant Rating Results

Attendance: 49    Respondents: 36

1. This workshop’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the workshop.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good workshop.

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this workshop.
   - Excellent group interaction. Beginning of the presentation was not concrete with definitions and was hard to follow at point: what to provide choices for, accountability for what.
   - Excellent presentation. I liked the discussion and examples in the workshop.
   - Excellent, engaging workshop.
   - Good conversations, high energy.
   - Good! Liked Star Wars theme!
   - Great info, and a wide variety of USEFUL takeaways! Thank you!
   - Great takeaways! I feel inspired and empowered to learn more and to experiment.
   - I learned a lot! Much of this topics was new to me.
   - I’m really excited to try some of this out! Thanks for a great workshop! [signed by responder]
   - Impressed! I know a lot about UDL + I got an entire page of ideas!
   - Interactive, informative.
   - It was a useful workshop, but I was a little confused on how to actually implement some of the strategies we discussed and on how the questions asked related to the overall theme. By the end the confusions were cleared up though.
   - Lots of ideas were presented. Management specs will be useful to me. Thank you!
   - Main takeaway: choices.
   - Overall very positive workshop—accessible for all levels of teaching experience.
   - Some questions/audience response prompts could be more clear.
   - Thank you.
   - The best presentation I saw in all 3 UTL conferences. Exceptional, I’m a fan of you now.
   - Well run. Safely interactive. Space to contemplate my own application.
   - Worthwhile—thank you.